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1 INT. BEDROOM - MORNING 1

Close on a pair of men’s feet - bare and laying crooked on

stained carpet.

RUBY (63) in faded sweats fits clean socks on the feet.

In the distance, CONSTRUCTION is heard.

RUBY

I read that the LA symphony is

playing Dvorak this season.

We widen to find RICHARD (65) in clean white underpants,

slumped on the edge of the bed. He stares listlessly into

the void ahead.

Ruby begins to lay out a clean shirt and pressed khakis.

RUBY

Remember that summer?

Close on Richard as the construction distorts into a RUMBLE.

He winces as it escalates into a sharp STATIC.

RUBY

We flew to New York to see Goebel’s

Dvorak solo at Carnegie Hall-

Suddenly, Richard strikes his head, hard. And again. And

again as if to knock the noise out of his ears.

As he swings for another hit, Ruby catches his fist and

holds it tight. Quietly in his ear-

RUBY

...you were so happy to finally

hear it in person.

He begins to soften, relaxing into Ruby. She massages the

spot of red on his head.

She puts her hand in his. He gently grips it tight.

2 INT. KITCHEN - LATER 2

A worn-down kitchen of faded pastel. Everything is

meticulously neat and newly cleaned.

Ruby sits at the table surrounded by bills.

She flips through her checkbook to the current balance. Her

eyes widen at the number. She’s drowning.
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Just then, a PIANO begins to play in the adjacent room.

Debussy’s Arabesque No. 1 in great precision.

Ruby brightens at the sound. She heads out of the room.

3 INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 3

Displayed throughout are awards and photos of Richard in

concert.

In the middle of the worn-out room is a Steinway piano.

Stunning but out of place.

Ruby stops at the doorway and watches as Richard sits

hunched over the grand piano.

Close on its pristine black and white keys. Richard’s

fingers dance effortlessly on them - a stark contrast to his

stiff silhouette.

4 INT. LIVING ROOM - FLASHBACK 4

Close on the fallboard as it’s lifted, unveiling the

familiar keys of the Steinway.

We widen to find, the same room but newly moved in.

On one end of the room, YOUNG RUBY (late 20s) unpacks from a

pile of moving boxes.

By the piano, Richard pulls out the sheets to Debussy’s

Arabesque No. 1. He places it on the stand then sits on the

piano bench.

He turns to Ruby. They lock eyes. He smiles.

RUBY

We have so much to do, Richard.

He raises a hand, beckoning her.

RICHARD

Just for one second.

She can’t help but return this smile. Ruby sits next to him.

He begins to play. He’s rusty.

RICHARD

This is the last piece my grandma

taught me on this piano.
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He stops playing. Takes her right hand in his. Places it on

the keys. He presses the first few notes of the Debussy with

her fingers.

RICHARD

She would say "The E comes after

the F-sharp. Then the high-C. Every

single time. Even when everything

else in life changes, this remains

constant. That’s why you play. It

keeps you sane."

Ruby smiles.

5 INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 5

BACK TO SCENE:

Ruby quietly approaches from behind.

But as she does, the melody stops. The last key, a flat A

echoes throughout.

Richard’s body stiffens. He sinks into his seat.

She places a hand on his cheek-

RUBY

Honey?

His eyes meet hers. But when they do, a new but familiar

presence appears.

Startled, Ruby takes this in.

RUBY

Hi.

RICHARD

(Stuttering)

Hey Ruby, was that a bit flat or is

it just me?

Ruby laughs. Tears brimming at the rare sound of his voice.

He returns to the piano and begins to play again. This time,

his body is fluid like his fingers on the keys.

She watches intently as if to memorize every moment.

He catches her and smiles knowingly.
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RICHARD

Anytime you want, I’ll teach you.

They smile. A familiar exchange.

Then suddenly, his fingers begin to curl into themselves.

His body tenses. His eyes begin to roll back into his head.

Slight spasms take over.

RUBY

Richard?

She grabs his arm steady as panic sets in. His body tenses

further. The spasms gradually become more violent.

A CRASH of notes as his head hits the piano.

Then a deafening stillness as the echoes drown.

Close on the keys as a small pool of red liquid crawls

toward its edges.

6 INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE - LATER 6

Ruby’s blurred POV: Shapeless white and grey slowly focus

into a sterile office.

DR. TIMMERMAN (40’s), sits behind a cluttered desk. Her

distorted words begin to take shape-

DR. TIMMERMAN(O.S)

Unfortunately seizures are a common

symptom in the late stages of

Alzheimers. In terms of the damages

he’s suffered, there is one option.

But it won’t buy you much time. And

there is a high chance for further

brain damage.

Ruby nods.

DR. TIMMERMAN

I should also tell you it’s an

elective procedure and insurance

will not cover it.

RUBY

What about payment plans?

DR. TIMMERMAN

Because of the amount of payments

you already owe, that is

unfortunately not an option.
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She gets up from the desk then sits next to Ruby. She lays a

comforting hand on hers.

DR. TIMMERMAN

Ruby. My recommendation is that you

don’t opt for the surgery. I know

it’s hard to hear but the financial

costs alone-

Ruby abruptly removes her hand.

RUBY

He woke up. He was here.

(Beat)

Thank you but I’ll find a way.

7 INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - LATER 7

A barren room, ill lit with buzzing fluorescent. Richard

lays in a lone bed, connected to machines and tubes.

Ruby stands by his bed. She places her hand in his. Slowly,

his hands tighten around hers.

A small grin forms on Ruby’s face.

8 EXT. HOSPITAL - MOMENTS LATER 8

Ruby crosses the parking lot to her run-down Corolla.

9 INT. OFFICE/BANK - MORNING 9

INSERT: A sign that reads "Personal Loans Office."

STEVE (30s) in a grey suit mumbles under his breath as he

reviews documents on a computer.

Ruby sits watching him. She clutches her purse, making

indentations on its faux leather.

Finally-

STEVE

It looks like you took out a 3rd

mortgage in 2012. And have 2 loans

that are currently suspended. Also

your current credit score-

RUBY

-before you say no, please consider

the circumstances.
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STEVE

I understand but I cannot approve

you for another loan. Even if I

did, it wouldn’t be approved by my

bosses.

RUBY

Maybe if I spoke to them-

STEVE

-we get cases like yours everyday

and frankly, it’s just not a viable

option.

10 EXT. BANK PARKING LOT - LATER 10

Ruby sits in the driver’s seat of her Corolla. She speaks on

the phone.

A varage of voices speak over one another.

WOMAN (V.O)

Ruby, I’m sorry. With Ben now in

college, we just cant-

MAN (V.O.)

-I just can’t right now, aunt Ruby.

I got laid off last month-

WOMAN (V.O)

-I wish I could help but I just

don’t have the money-

11 INT/EXT. CAR - LATER 11

Ruby drives through a suburban road.

12 INT. HOUSE - EVENING 12

Ruby walks into the house, places her purse on the mantel.

She then slowly makes her way in.

13 INT. HALLWAY/LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 13

She stops at the doorway of the living room. Sees the

Steinway. Small dried stains of red have sunken into the

crevasse of the wood.

She looks at the piano. A shift.
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14 INT. HALLWAY/ICU - AFTERNOON 14

Ruby leans against the wall. She stares at a black spot on

the linoleum floor.

Dr. Timmerman approaches Ruby.

DR. TIMMERMAN

Hi Ruby. The surgery went well. And

there weren’t any further injuries.

Off Ruby’s reaction.

DR. TIMMERMAN

But I have to warn you. The

Alzheimers has developed

considerably. He will be more

disoriented than before.

15 INT. HOSPITAL ROOM/ICU - MOMENTS LATER 15

DR. TIMMERMAN (O.S)

But we will do our best to monitor

him during his recovery.

A harsh white light illuminates a figure laying in bed,

buried under tubes.

Ruby lingers by the door before approaching Richard.

She runs her hand gently over the ventilator over his mouth.

Then the IV’s tangled around his arms.

Whatever life is left seems suspended in the plastic tubes

of the machines.

16 INT. LIVING ROOM - MORNING 16

SUPERIMPOSE: one month later.

Richard sits in a wheelchair, staring vacantly at the TV. A

daytime talk SHOW plays on low.

We widen to find an empty space where the piano used to be.

Ruby sits beside him with a bowl of soup.

RUBY

You haven’t eaten in days.

He doesn’t respond.
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RUBY

Do you want to go for a walk? Or

listen to music?

He remains still.

On Ruby as a thought occurs.

17 INT. MUSIC STORE - LATER 17

A large room cluttered with used instruments.

A bell RINGS as Ruby enters, pushing Richard in his

wheelchair.

Behind the counter, a STORE CLERK (mid-20s) scrolls through

his iPhone. Without looking up-

STORE CLERK

Can I help you?

Ruby scans the room.

In the corner of the room, Richard’s Steinway sits, covered

by a black cloth.

RUBY

Do you think we can play one of

your pianos?

STORE CLERK

Yea sure.

Ruby pushes Richard to the Steinway. She unveils the cloth

then lifts the fallboard revealing its keys. Richard doesn’t

react.

Ruby places his hands on the keys, moving them to feel the

grooves between the black and white. Still nothing.

She pushes his fingers with hers to play the first notes of

Debussy’s Arabesque No. 1.

RUBY

"The E comes after the F-sharp.

Then the high-C."

As the notes play, he looks up. Their eyes meet for a moment

before-

His begin to flutter back into his head. The familiar spasms

take over.
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18 INT. HALLWALL/ICU - AFTERNOON 18

Ruby leans against the wall, staring at the same black

smudge on the floor.

DR. TIMMERMAN

I’m sorry Ruby but it looks like

there were some complications.

There’s some damages that-

In the distance, Richard lays in the same hospital bed.

DR. TIMMERMAN

I’m sorry.

She searches for words but refrains. Ruby nods then heads

into the room.

19 INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - CONTINUOUS 19

Ruby approaches the bed. Sees Richard - his face gaunt and

lifeless, covered under a ventilator.

Ruby places a hand in Richard’s but his grip remains limp

this time.

She lets go.

20 INT. BEDROOM - MORNING 20

Close on Richard laying asleep in bed. He is connected to a

breathing machine.

RUBY

The LA symphony chose a series of

Chopin this season.

Close on Ruby fitting clean socks onto his feet.

RUBY

I think they’re playing it safe

after Dvorak last season.

Close on his hand. Ruby sits down next to him. Takes his

hand.

RUBY

They’ll be playing the Minute

Waltz. I know you’ve been wanting-

We widen to find, Dr. Timmerman unplugging each machine. A

NURSE stands by.
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Dr. Timmerman turns to Ruby. Nods that all the machines are

now turned off. She and the nurse leave.

RUBY

-I know you’ve been wanting to hear

it in person.

Ruby takes the ventilator off of Richard’s mouth.

As the RINGING of his heart rate gradually slows-

RUBY

We’ll go together.

FADE TO BLACK.


